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This paper investigates the potential aspects of visual literacy that might appear when visual analytics and students interact in social science secondary classrooms. Interacting with visual technology likely demands new forms of literacy as various dimensions of complexity emerge in such learning activities where reading imposes order and relevance on what is displayed. However, only a few studies have evaluated how these visual processes emerge. Applying a socio-material semiotic approach, this paper examines the interactions between teachers, students, and a visual analytics application, clarifying what strengthens or weakens the socio-material relations at work in emerging visual literacy. Methodologically, a design-based research approach is chosen. Notably, it is the early stages of the designed-based research cycle that are applied. Interventions were designed and conducted in five classes in three secondary schools in Sweden (97 students). The visual analytics application introduced was Statistics eXplorer. For each class, two to three lessons were video recorded to capture how the students interacted with the application. The socio-material analyses show that the interactions between the visual analytics and the students were both strengthened and weakened by different social as well as material forces. The actions were directed by visual properties such as movement, highlighting, and color, properties that often resulted in quick vision or locked vision. This paper argues that there needs to be a close didactic alignment and deeper knowledge of how visual interfaces attract students’ attention and how students’ visual literacy emerges in that relationship.
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Introduction

In contemporary culture, interpreting information from any source, especially visual sources, is a crucial skill that requires developing visual literacy (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011). For Glazer (2011, p. 184), the growing use of information and technology requires using visual data in the form of graphs and table. Although students often are both consumers and producers of digital visual media, they are not always skilled at interpreting visual texts, diagrams, and graphs and communicating their understandings. Moreover, developing these skills is difficult. These skills require a certain level of analytical reasoning, critical thinking, and reflection. Although not new, these higher level thinking skills and learning skills have become more important (Glazer, 2011). These skills require discussion and practice (Roberts & Philip, 2006). However, teachers often lack the knowledge and resources to integrate visual literacy into their classrooms. Furthermore, teachers often assume students already know how to interpret visual data (Bowen & Roth, 2005). For example, teachers may assume that students immediately can grasp the meaning of diagrams and graphs even though reading a diagram is a learned skill (Glazer, 2011). This complex activity often results in misinterpretations of a graph’s characteristics, a graph’s content and a viewer’s prior knowledge (Bowen & Roth, 2005; Glazer, 2011; Janvier, 1998; Stenliden, 2014).

In addition, visual media such as visual analytics (VA) has transformed how data are handled and analyzed. VA offers interactive diagrams and graphs that move and change as they are displayed on an interactive digital screen. As the data change, the graphs change. These graphs provide immediate information. Although these graphs help process information efficiently, they often increase the importance of reading or translating visual information. Hence, reading interactive graphs is different from reading printed graphs. So, an examination of interactive graphs requires a consideration of how readers design their reading of these graphs (Ho, Lundblad, Åström, & Jern, 2011; Kress, 2010; Lundblad & Jern, 2012; Roberts & Philip, 2006; Stenliden, 2014).

VA tools support student learning (Lundblad & Jern, 2012; Stenliden, 2015) as these tools trigger actions in which the task, students, visualization, data types and so
on interact to support proper learning activities. But the interactions between a viewer/reader and the visuals are not always straightforward and some features can be confusing. The students might shift their focus from meaning making or rather translating the data when transforming it to knowledge (Ainley, Nardi, & Pratt, 2000; Bamford, 2003; Glazer, 2011; Stenliden, 2015). Together, these aspects raise questions of how teachers can help students grasp facts from visual data, learn from visual presentation of information and communicate their findings and knowledge. The availability of VA and the growing use of computer-based graphs could change the way students learn to read graphs. Visual properties and their visual language renegotiate how reading and learning can be viewed.

If pedagogy and technology were better integrated, visual media like VA could improve the way students analyze visualized data (Stenliden, 2018). To develop this closer alignment, deeper knowledge is needed about how the visual interface captures students’ attention and how their visual literacy abilities emerge.

This paper asks how visual literacy abilities, most often referred to as the ability to understand the composition and meaning of a visual property through interpretation and analysis, are enacted in an educational setting. What are the barriers and enablers for developing visual literacy in schools? Visual literacy (VL) requires retrieving information (e.g., from graphs) and expressing the developed knowledge. VL involves critical viewing, visual reasoning, visual discrimination, visual thinking, visual association, and visual reconstruction as well as the construction and reconstruction of knowledge (Averinou & Pettersson, 2011). In other studies, these skills might be called ‘graph interpretation competence’ or ‘graph reading competence’ (Glazer, 2011). We use VL to include the double aspect of the skill (both retrieving information and expressing knowledge). ‘Meaning making’ is often used to describe the learning process that occurs when viewing a graph. Rather than using ‘meaning making,’ we use ‘translation’ when referring to knowledge production. Latour (1987) uses ‘translation’ to describe how knowledge appears and develops, emphasizing that when actors (e.g., social viewers) and the material connect, they change one another and form links. When this happens, as in translation, knowledge progresses. The connections between both the social and the material not only work together but also work upon, or translate, each other, coordinating actions. In this process of translation, knowledge emerges. This approach emphasizes that action is shaped by relational materiality and performativity. Therefore, what can be studied is how social and material actions together constitute a particular enactment. So far, we do not know much about the performativity of a VA – i.e., we do not know how visual properties and students connect with each other and what VL might emerge. Our view is different from empirical investigations that focus on individuals’ interactions with each other and with artefacts. These studies focus on the social aspect of technological practices where the user’s application of technology is central, where artefacts (technology) are seen as tools to be used or applied according to the user’s will.

This study examines emerging socio-material relations when visual analytics is introduced to students as new equipment in social science secondary classrooms. The aim is to deliberate what potential aspects of VL that might appear when a VA and students interact in social science secondary classrooms. Three questions are investigated:

1. How are socio-material relations enacted by a visual analytics and students?
2. What might strengthen or weaken the translations enacted in the classrooms?
3. What visual literacy abilities emerge in the enacted translations?

Five classrooms were video recorded to examine how students and a VA interacted. New types of literacy are probably required to effectively interact with visual media, interpret graphs and diagrams, draw conclusions from the visual properties and communicate assumptions. This paper generates information about interactive graphs and their visuals in relation to students. It also reveals new questions about how to promote and support VL processes. To meet the challenges highlighted in the introduction, educators need to understand how to better align pedagogy and technology to develop their students' visual skills. In turn, this will help future students develop their literacy skills.

Earlier Studies

Previous research has identified several advantages for developing children's VL skills. These skills, for example, have been linked to oral, reading and writing literacy (Stewig, 2010), to foreign language proficiency (Tomaseviae-Daneviae, 1999), to metalinguistic skills (Callow, 2008) and to improvements in critical thinking (Williams, 2007). However, little attention has focused on how VL skills are developed, especially by young students (Lopatovska, 2016; Stenliden, Nissen, & Bodén, 2017). Moreover, few studies have examined how VL emerges when VA applications are introduced in schools (Lundblad, 2013).

VA, an interdisciplinary scientific field, is based on information visualization and cognitive and perceptual sciences. It addresses how to design and arrange interactive visual interfaces that facilitate analytical reasoning (Andrienko, Andrienko, Keim, MacEachren, & Wrobel, 2011). Two examples of interactive data visualization tools are Gaphminder (Rosling, Rönnlund, & Rosling, 2007) and the Statistics Explorer application (Ho et al., 2011). The visualization of data enhances the ability of analytical reasoning. The visual properties on the screen (e.g., semiotics such as composition, color, and images) form a multimodal connection for visual communication (Kress, 2010). Through VA in a visual exploration process, the interactions between the viewer/reader/analyst (the student) and the data visualization create relations between the viewer and the data (Andrienko et al., 2011; Tomaszewski & MacEachren, 2012). In particular, the graphical user interface requires reading and writing skills to develop knowledge from what is being communicated (Ainsworth, 2006; Bowen & Roth, 2005; Glazer, 2011; Stokes, 2002).

In a literature review, Glazer (2011) notes several major challenges with reading graphs and diagrams: confusing the slope for the height, confusing an interval for a point,
conceiving a graph as constructed of discrete points, focusing on x-y trends, unclear format or inappropriate choice of visual features and teacher's expertise (or lack of). Also, some graphs are difficult to understand because they provide too much information: ‘Instead of using the right graph it is also possible to use the wrong graph’ (Glazer, 2011, p. 197). Research also shows that graph characteristics affect how viewers interpret graphs. If the display (e.g., line graphs and bar graphs) is clearly shown and the scale of the graph (i.e., absolute or percentage) do not require additional calculations, the graph will be easier to understand (Shah, Freedman, & Vekiri, 2005). In addition to the graph type, visual properties such as color, size, scale and legend affect comprehension. Color for example, may often represent either quantitative information or categorize variables (e.g., blue for dogs and red for cats). Tufte (1983) emphasizes that the most important use of color is to distinguish one element from another. Although much research has examined the visual processing of color, depth, texture and luminance, only a few studies have examined empirical studies of diagram comprehension (Purchase, 2014). Even fewer of them focus on the literacy aspects and how these might be developed.

However, two major approaches may develop visual literacy skills (Heinich et al., 1999). One approach helps learners read or decode visuals by practicing analysis techniques. Decoding involves interpreting and creating knowledge from visual properties. For example, students need to understand (1) how information is encoded in each visual property (representation), (2) how each visual property is related to the physical world, and (3) how information in one visual property can be related to or transformed into information in another visual property (Ainsworth, 1999, 2006; Tregust, Duit, & Fischer, 2017). The other approach helps learners write or encode visuals as a tool for communication. Knowledge production often requires students to develop their visual abilities through the use of visualizations and the creation of visual messages (Eppler, 2007; Sabol, Kienreich, Muhr, Klieber, & Granitzer, 2009; Segel & Heer, 2010; Tversky & Suwa, 2009).

Unfortunately, developing VL skills challenges traditional schooling (Bamford, 2003; Johansson Svensson, Rustand, Sofkova Hashemi, & Steffensen, 2013; Stafford & Terpak, 2001; Stenliden, 2015; Åkerfeldt, 2014). Metros (2008) highlights the educator’s role in preparing visually literate learners in K–12 schools and in higher education. Stenliden (2018) argues that the didactic design of classroom activities must be adjusted when students interact with VA such as Statistics eXplorer to accommodate their VL abilities (see also Sofkova Hashemi, Petersen, & Bunting, 2013; Reynolds & Vinter, 2013; Johansson Svensson et al., 2013). These researchers call for models that enhance not only students’ interactions with technology but also their VL, including student knowledge and particularly modes of expression that embrace visuals and a visual vocabulary. In other words, emphasis is put on the main components of VL and models that address them adequately (Avgerinou, 2007). This paper—an interdisciplinary study that includes VA, graphs, and diagrams as well as VL and education—may offer new understandings of how VL emerges when VA and students interact.

Theoretical Starting points

A socio-material semiotic approach (within the tradition of actor network theory) guides the examination of emerging socio-material relations because it underlines that action is formed by relational materiality and its performativity (Law, 2007). Relational materiality makes it possible to study how social and material actions perform and transform when they come together. This approach emphasizes that social and material actors are intertwined and interdependent (Hayles, 1999) and that these are to be treated as equals (Callon, 1986). In other words, it focuses on how actions or rather distinct enactments are established. Thus, when students and VA technology are studied, working with relational materiality helps to examine not only how humans connect in new ways through technology but also how technology (digital and other) plays an active part in shaping the enactments (the practice). Hence, by employing the concept relational materiality the expectation is to clarify how actions are shaped by the socio-material actors’ performativity (VA application, the students, the teachers and other actors).

The relations or enactments between the social and material actors create networks, which can be seen as an assemblage of actors forming links through interaction (Law, 2007). Therefore, it is possible to follow and describe the kind of socio-material relations that are enacted. Here, we illustrate how actions affect, perform and translate networks.

What happens when actors connect, changing each other and forming links, is defined by the concept translation. This means that actors do not simply work with another actor; they also transform and work upon each other. This dual relationship affects and coordinates things and actions, transforming actors (Callon, 1986). These translations can vary, and may at times weaken and/or strengthen the ties among the actors (Callon, 1986). These relations may be difficult to sustain because trials of strength by actors inside or outside a network may challenge the actions of actors trying to establish links or alliances. To strengthen the relations, different lines of force may be added by the actors to further stabilize or mobilize the network (Law, 1987). Accordingly, exploring the enactments in the social science classroom by employing the concepts trials of strength and lines of force, we can examine what enables the enactments or what creates barriers for both social and material actors trying to connect. By following the actors’ actions, we track socio-material relations and discern whether and how enactments produce VL in the classrooms when lines of force and trials of strength affect enactments and translations.

Our approach connects with insights following what can be called a socio-material turn in educational studies generally and in language and literacy studies specifically (Martin-Bylund, 2017; Masny & Cole, 2009; Olsson, 2012, 2013; K. Roy, 2005; K. Roy, 2008; Stenliden, 2014; Sørensen, 2011).
Method

Since this study focuses on socio-material relations when visual analytics is introduced to students as new technological equipment, it is necessary to design pedagogical interventions together with teachers. Therefore the first stages of a designed-based research (DBR) cycle was applied. A DBR study includes: a) situated in a real educational context, b) collaboration partnership between researchers and practitioners, c) focus on the design and an examination of a significant intervention, d) mixed methods, e) multiple iterations, f) development of design principles, and g) a practical impact on practice (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012, p. 16–18). Engaging in stages a – d in the DBR cycle enabled us, within an educational context, to set up a collaboration between researchers and teachers to design interventions. As this study is part of a larger study the later stages, e – g, will be addressed in future studies. They will focus on design principles, and examine the practical impact by also performing multiple iterations of various (enhanced) interventions (Easterday, Rees Lewis, & Gerber, 2017). To set up the collaboration, teachers and researchers formed a Teacher Research Team (TRT). The TRT consisted of 15 social science teachers and three researchers. The researchers provided theory and earlier research findings related to developing educational models aligned to VA and VL theories (Tomaszewski & MacEachren, 2012; Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011). The teachers shared their classroom experiences, well-tried methods and didactic skills. The team members discussed their views and knowledge during four occasions (half or full day). Specific ways of using the VA, instructions, assignments and assessment methods were produced in form of lesson plans, that is, the designed interventions. Using the VA application Statistics eXplorer (Lundblad, 2013), three vislets (interactive data visualizations) were also produced. More information of Statistics eXplorer is available at National Center for Visual Analytics (2017).

The vislets demonstrate official statistics of the world in an interactive and visual analytic manner that makes it possible for students to interact with the visual information, analyze it and draw conclusions. Statistics eXplorer and other VA applications intend to facilitate analytical reasoning and provide a deeper understanding that will enhance knowledge building for both students and teachers (Jern & Stenliden, 2011; Lundblad & Jern, 2012; Rosling et al., 2007). The vislets encompass demographic development and relations between indicators such as expenditure on education, health, general net income (GNI), trade and life expectancy. The developed lesson plans, the interventions, included how to implement the vislets in the classrooms.

The lesson plans were put to work in five social science classes in three secondary schools, comprising 97 K12 students aged 13–15 (grades 7, 8, and 9). After the teachers’ introduction of the vislets, the students completed the assignments in pairs. Except for the instructions, the teachers only observed and assisted the students, when requested, during the lessons.

The interventions were tested during two to three lessons at each school. Each lesson was followed by two researchers who took field notes of the emerging enactments. The enactments were also followed and captured by web cam recordings (TechSmith, 2010). The recordings captured the faces, voices and gestures of the students as well as the activities on the screens. The empirical material contains, in addition to field notes, 82 hours of web cam recordings. Before the study started, all the students (97) and their parents received information about the study, that participation was voluntary and that involvement could be terminated at any time. Written consent to participate were collected. Pseudonyms are used to protect student anonymity.

Analytical attention

The paper has applied what Law (2004) calls ‘method assemblages’ in an effort to examine, comprehend and amplify patterns of socio-material relations found in the data. This is a tentative, and at most, partial unfolding of the data, understood as an enactment of crafting (Law, 2004).
This way of working with data can help focus what will eventually be discovered as well as what may be overlooked. The pieces selected for analysis from the video captures have therefore been picked according to the concept of intensification (Stafford & Terpak, 2001) or moments of wonder (MacLure, 2013) rather than categorization and coding. This approach is a multisensory experience where perception, cognition and affect come together in an open-ended practice of sense-making (Massumi, 2002). It is also important to spell out that in this process of selecting data some relations are picked and others not. This is always a component when applying a socio-material semiotic approach and is by Strathern (1996) explained as a necessary aspect of ‘cutting a network’.

To the selected pieces of video data, the field notes added further and deepened information. From the analyzed data, we have produced two events following Callon’s three principles (Callon, 1986). These guide an open mindset when engaging with the data, the video transcriptions and the field notes. The first principle, a matter of style, means not selectively censoring the entities (the students, the screens, the teachers, the visual properties, etc.) when they enact or connect (i.e., produce relations as networks). Consequently, no pre-defined analytical classes have been used for the montage of data. The second principle—generalized symmetry—means that the same vocabulary is used to describe social and material objects (entities). The terminology has been carefully considered when the analyses are presented. The third principle—free association—abandons all a priori distinctions between material and social events, so the goal has been not to make disjunctures between different entities and their actions.

Enactments and Emerging VL in the Classrooms
This section analyzes two events in the classrooms that depict how socio-material relations are enacted: how visuals steer the vision of the students and how VL emerges among the students.

Enactments produced by visuals and visions
The actions are shaped by close, intense relations among the students, teachers, the VA application and other socio-material actors. The visuals’ strong performativity direct the students’ vision. Distinct enactments are established by both the visuals and the visions working upon and transforming each other. The following events illustrate such enactments.

The event ‘Now come the jeans’ takes place in a classroom of 20 students (Grade 8) and their teacher. It focuses on two students, Ava and Kim. Their assignment is to explore where various goods and services are produced and consumed in the world. With support from the vislet, they try to draw conclusions using GNI, export and import data of different countries. The students investigate various connections. Ava and Kim focus on Bangladesh as they earlier had learned about the economic development of Bangladesh and want to find more information.

After scrutinizing the GNI and export of goods and services of the USA, Sweden and Sudan, with great astonishment and excitement, they turn their interest toward Bangladesh.

Ava: Where is Bangladesh?

At the same time, the cursor moves around the map. Whenever it passes a country, a small, black and white rectangular box appears. Inside the box, in tiny letters, the name of the country, the continent and the indicator/s chosen, are presented followed by the year and exact value (in this case the sum of exports of goods and services). The cursor moves rather haphazardly. At first, it moves around the African continent. Then it slowly turns toward Asia. Ava, positioned rather closely to the screen, repeats her question. As the cursor passes India, the letters of Bangladesh are visible for an instant. The cursor continues its movement and the names of other countries appear immediately. Then the cursor stops.

![Figure 2: A vislet demonstrating the highlighting of Bangladesh and the dynalink function. This screenshot, and the following ones in figure 3–5, comes from https://vise.academy/en/.](image-url)
Ava: There, I found it! There it is!

The cursor clicks on the area at the map and the national boarders are highlighted in dark black. Because of the dynalink function, (Figure 2), simultaneously the bubble of Bangladesh in the scatterplot and the bar of Bangladesh in the bar chart are highlighted.

Ava: Ok, now I have highlighted it.

The cursor moves toward the bar chart that displays values of life expectancy.

Ava: Here somewhere.

The cursor moves the fisheye function of the bar chart and seconds later the bar of Bangladesh is in sight. Within milliseconds, Ava's gaze finds the highlighted bar of Bangladesh.

Ava: There! … And then play!

The cursor clicks the start button on the timeline and the screen starts to display the development of exports of the countries from 1960 until 2014. Simultaneously, the colors of the map, the bubbles of the scatterplot and the bars move according to the values of each year. The cursor moves close to the highlighted bar of Bangladesh and starts to follow the movements of the bar.

During the display of the timeline, the movement is reinforced as the cursor follows the bar. The girls' visions and the cursor follow the bar of Bangladesh closely. The girls move closer to the screen and make loud expressions when following the economic development of Bangladesh. The girls comment on the economic decline, suddenly the bar moves to the left, signalling an economic turning point.

Kim: Now! Now come the jeans! Now come the jeans!

Simultaneously, Ava calls out, Wow, wow, wow! Wow! It just ssschhh …

Ava makes a swishing noise with her mouth and at the same time she lifts her arm, shaped like an arrow, it moves past the screen in the same direction as the bar.

The girls talk and laugh about their expression 'Now come the jeans' and watch the timeline demonstrating the development again.

At the beginning of the event, Ava and the cursor try to find Bangladesh. The cursor circulates over the world map, passing over many countries. This enactment causes a small text box with tiny letters to appear. Working together; the cursor, the map, the box and Ava's gaze make it possible to find the borders of the country. This shows how socio-material relations emerge between these actors.

These enactments show how the human and non-human actors are intermeshed and interdependent. The enactments also show how the actions are shaped by the tight and intense relations between the actors involved. These relations are evident, for example, in the emotional and bodily expressions as well as in the girls’ lively exclamations when they discover the economic development of Bangladesh by the moving, highlighted bar of Bangladesh. In this relational materiality, the actors’ actions can be understood as performatve, where the visuals and the vision shape each other. The performativity, for example, is demonstrated when the cursor moves around the map while Ava is searching for Bangladesh. The tiny letters in the box signifying Bangladesh are visible for just an instant. When the box disappears, Ava and the cursor continue the movement beyond the box but can make the text box visible again when returning to the area. The performativity of the text box when it first ‘flashes' influences where Ava looks and where the cursor moves. As these actors connect, they affect the actions, as in translation, and they gain new opportunities to form links.

The translations of visual properties ‘movement' and ‘highlighting' shape the students' vision. For example, in the event, when the actors highlight Bangladesh and the movement of the timeline starts, the actors change and form new links. That is, when the cursor moves toward the bar chart and Ava says ‘here somewhere', indicating she is close to finding what she is looking for. When Ava and the cursor make the fisheye function move, changing the timeline, Ava finds the highlighted bar of Bangladesh. What appears when Ava connects to the visuals produces a 'quick vision'. Her vision is affected, she instantly spots what she is looking for. Her gaze rapidly connects to that area on the map. The translation that emerges is supported by several actors. The properties of these visuals are characterized by movement: when the cursor or timeline move and when Ava connects with the highlighted bar that displayed Bangladesh through quick vision. As the timeline starts to run and the colors of the map, the bubbles of the scatterplot and the bars on the bar chart move, the cursor follows the highlighted bar for Bangladesh, steadily following the movements of the bar on the screen.

Another kind of translation also emerges as the students' vision and the properties of the visuals enact/ connect. The highlighted bar and the movement of the cursor seem to lock the vision of the students. When the cursor follows the highlighted bar, the visuals' performativity seems to direct the students' vision. The visuals produce a ‘locked vision'. The performativity holds the gaze in place and locks their vision on a specific area. A locked vision enables the students to follow the bar, comment and make conclusions about the economic development of exports. Throughout the display of the timeline, the cursor follows the highlighted bar and the girls' vision is focused, i.e., their vision is locked.

Quick vision and locked vision together with visual properties such as highlighting and movement seem to enhance the translations in the network. However, when something is spotted by quick vision or focused by locked vision, other things might not be seen. That is, performativity might affect the student's ability to have an overview of the screen. Such translation occurs in the following interaction.
Ava: Ok, let’s see here.

The cursor moves around in the vislets’ textbox and stops at the black text articulating ‘Investigate GNI compared to the import of countries’. The word import is an orange link. Right away, the cursor clicks on the link. At the top of the screen, the bar chart immediately displays the values of imports. The girls do not notice this change; they are concentrated on the orange link. Above the bars, in black text, the indicator list demonstrates ‘import of goods and services’. The girls’ vision continues to focus on the orange link.

Kim: Press it again.

The cursor clicks several times on the orange link. The girls lean toward the screen and still look at the link, unable to continue with the assignment.

Not until they call for help from the teacher and she makes them aware that the right values (imports) already are demonstrated in the vislet, the girls continue to work on the assignment again.

When Ava spots the orange link, the visual property of ‘color’, she interacts with the cursor and the appearance of the vislet changes a little: the values of ‘import’ appears at the top of the screen. The orange color first produces quick vision and then Ava’s gaze is held firmly, becoming locked vision, making the changes at the top of the screen less apparent, almost invisible to both Ava and Kim.

In this case, the trial of strength, the orange link producing locked vision, interrupts the enactment between the students and the interface of the visual analytics. Hence, the students are unable to continue with the assignment. The girls gradually lose interest, so the network is weakened. They call for help from their teacher as a line of force. The teacher starts to read the text of the orange link with emphasis on the word ‘import’ and makes the girls aware of the changed indicator expressing ‘import of goods and services’. This line of force makes the girls connect to the network again as they now notice the text. The explanation and demonstration by the teacher enable the girls to continue their relations with the vislet. The trial of strength is overcome.

All together, these enactments can be seen as examples of how actors do not simply work with another actor, they also transform and work upon each other.

**Features that may strengthen or weaken the translations enacted in the classrooms**

The performativity of the visual properties shown above, such as movement, highlighting and color may produce both quick and/or locked vision. When quick and locked vision are produced, the enactments between the students and the visual interface may at times weaken the possibilities to build connections/enact translations, but at other times the performativity may strengthen those possibilities. Movement, highlighting and color offer the possibilities for students to succeed as these visual properties engage the students’ eye movements and they influence each other. As explained earlier, when the eye is locked on specific visual properties, there is the possibility that other objects or information may be ignored. As the actors influence each other, the translations in the classrooms are characterized by being varied in force and durability and the process of holding together the socio-material relations between the actors is insecure and precarious.

Not only does the visuals’ performativity cause trials of strength, but also it is significant how assignments are
constructed and formulated. This will be demonstrated in the next event, ‘Check the red one’. This event takes place in a class of 18 students (Grade 7). The vislet is about demographic composition and one assignment is to examine how population is stratified by age (Figure 3).

Cate: How is the population divided? I don’t know.

The cursor moves upwards from the text box, where the questions about population are written, to the map and the scatterplot. Jim shakes his head and moves closer to the screen, Cate leans back from it.

Jim: Ehh, but we can check that out here.

The cursor moves back to the text with three orange links displaying the words “children,” “adults,” and “elderly.” The cursor clicks on the link “children,” and the map immediately switches from a mix of colors to blue over almost all the country (Figure 4). This indicates a low percentage of children in the municipalities. The scatterplot also switches into demonstrating the percentage of children. The red color indicates a high percentage. The map consists of blue-colored municipalities almost everywhere. Exceptions are one light yellow and four small orange areas. One tiny municipality is red. When the students look at the map, the light yellow municipality first draws their attention and the cursor starts to move there, but within a millisecond Cate spots the tiny red area. Both Cate and Jim move close to the screen.

Cate: Check that out! Check the red one!

Jim: Oh, there live …

The cursor moves to the red municipality. The tooltip function makes a black and white box appear with the text ‘Knivsta’ and the percentage of children (Figure 5).
Cate: Knivsta.

She then looks at the scatterplot, points with her pen, and instructs Jim to move the cursor to the red bubble high in the right corner.

Cate: Click on that! Is it Knivsta?

Jim: Yes.

The cursor moves to the red bubble, tool tips the highest of all bubbles, and the text “Knivsta” becomes visible (Figure 4). The students read “23.9%.”

As Cate reads the assignment’s question, she immediately stops reading after the question mark to say that she does not know the answer or what to do. Her interactions in the network cease as she leans back from the screen. Here the trial of strength is probably how the question is formulated and placed within the text box. The question – “How is the population divided?” – can be interpreted in several ways. For example, a population can be divided in relation to nationality, income, or sex. In this case, it is implied that the question refers to demographic composition, how different ages of people are distributed in different areas of the country. Cate seems not to connect with the textual explanation of the assignment that follows the question mark nor does she connect to the orange links that also are placed after the question. This might have been different if the question were formulated more precisely and if it were placed in the text box after the explaining text. As is, the question demands an action that she is unable to connect with or respond to. What at first may look as a lack of interest (i.e., Cate leaning back from the screen) may instead be interpreted as actors’ relations in the network being dissolved.

Jim also hesitates at first, but then he explains where they can check it out. Jim becomes a line of force to Cate who thereby is able to connect to the network again. Within a short time, Cate reconnects with the visuals as the cursor clicks on the orange link ‘children’ and the interface of the vislet changes as the map turns almost entirely blue. This shift in colors seems to attract Cate’s vision. The switch, the changed view, evokes her attention. The lines of force – the boy suggesting where the answer might be, the cursor clicking the orange link and the interface’s change of colors, strengthen the translations, encouraging Cate and Jim to move closer to the screen to explore the map and the scatterplot. The trial of strength is overcome and a successful translation is possible.

Emerging visual literacy

Several aspects of VL emerged simultaneously as other actions were enacted in the networks. One of the abilities is to discern differences between visuals, visual discrimination (Avgerinou, 2007). Visual discrimination was put to work when the visuals stood out, attracting the students’ vision. But as the students’ vision was drawn to visual contrast, other visual information was obscured. If students fail to encounter the visuals productively, visual discrimination might misdirect the student’s focus, diminishing their chances to finish an assignment as in the example of the orange link. However, if directed effectively in relation to the visuals, students are able to interpret information, draw conclusions and successfully finish assignments. Another VL ability, visual association, was put to work when the visual properties were associated with other visuals at the interface or associated with earlier insights (Avgerinou, 2007). For example, Cate and Jim tried to confirm their insights by connecting with the visuals and the dinalink function of the map and the scatterplot. They associated these visuals, the red spot on the map (Knivsta), with the red bubble placed highest in the scatterplot. This visual association allowed them to compare these visuals to earlier insights. When the visual properties made it possible for the students to understand a visual message and to connect the message to other information, they were constructing meaning. This ability emerged in the event of the jeans when the timeline displayed the annual economic development of Bangladesh. Here, Kim and Ava concluded from the visuals that Bangladesh’s economic development was related to the production of jeans. As Kim stated, ‘Now come the jeans’; Ava reinforced this meaning by shaping her hand like an arrow, moving it in the same direction as the bar, and even making a swishing noise. Previously acquired knowledge of Bangladesh allowed them to construct meaning. The visual message was connected to other information.

For most of the classroom enactments, the students reasoned together with the visual properties. This kind of literacy — visual reasoning — was difficult to differentiate from other aspects of VL. All through the lessons, visuals on the screen in general but specifically properties in form of highlighting, movement, and color, connected to the students’ vision, generating discussions that illustrated the students’ logical thinking. The visuals made it possible for the students to read graphs, reflect, communicate their understandings, and reason in coherent ways.

Discussion

Our point of departure is that the enactments between the social and material actors not only work together, but also work upon, or translate, each other and coordinate things and actions. Altogether, the results in this paper point to the importance of being aware of different aspects of relational materiality and the performativity in the information process, the simultaneous emerging VL aspects and educational design that supports the students’ visual information process and models their development of VL abilities.

The paper shows how VA and students interact in social science secondary classrooms and how VL emerges as the socio-material relations connect and construct networks. These networks produce several aspects of VL as the actors (the VA, the students, the visual properties and the gazes) interact. This study shows how the actors, when reading diagrams and graphs, are interlinked, working upon and influencing each other. The actions in the network are often intense; there are quick changes of the interface, emotional outbursts, diagram switching, reinforcing gestures, bars moving rapidly, concentrated
gazes, bodies leaning closer to the screen, text boxes appearing and cursor movements. The networks produced by the socio-material relations are highly complex, a view in line with Glazer's (2011) belief that graph reading as a complex activity. In this paper, the complexity of reading a graph is also explained by several aspects such as confusing the slope for the height and confusing an interval for a point (Glazer, 2011) or aspects that might confuse, for example color, size, scale, and legend (Shah et. al., 2005) or encode the visual (Ainsworth, 1999, 2006). This paper shows how network actions, related to diagram reading, are enacted and shaped by the actors' performativity. Visual properties in the VA application such as highlighting, movement, and color affect the reader's gaze, producing quick vision or locked vision. There are multiple possibilities that connect visuals and vision. This multiplicity adds an additional dimension to the complexity defined in earlier studies. In this aggregated complexity, the mutual performativity by the socio-material actors affect the possible relations in the networks. Clearly, the visual properties and the two kinds of vision might sometimes act as either trials of strength or lines of force in the networks. Therefore, the performativity of the visuals and/or the visions and how they connect might weaken, dissolve, or strengthen the networks. Graph reading is designed in close collaboration between the visual properties and the vision that might be produced. The performativity of the visuals easily engaged the students' vision. Other aspects that feature the possible translations could include how assignments are presented as well as how text and visuals are placed in relation to each other. Pressure might be put on the network if the assignments lack precision or information is placed without concern.

Our findings about how VL emerges are in line with Bamford (2003) who showed that visuals help students gather information and that it can be difficult to interpret visuals as they also may confuse the intended message. Developing VL abilities seems essential for embracing visual discrimination, visual association, constructing meanings, visual reasoning and reading graphs. This is in line also with Stenliden (2017), Sofkova Hashemi et al. (2013), Reynolds and Vinterek (2013), Johansson Svensson et al. (2013) and Glazer (2011).

To help learners read or decode interactive diagrams and graphs in a complex network, it seems vital to practice analysis techniques (c.f Heinich et al., 1999). Like Ainsworth (2006), we suggest that it is vital for students to understand how information is encoded, but we would like to add that students might be supported by helping them see how each visual property might attract their eyes. We also put forward, as argued by Treagust, Duit, and Fischer (2017), that it is important for students to understand how each visual property is related to the physical world. In addition, students may benefit from understanding how visual properties might produce attention towards phenomena that are not in focus for the investigation and how the students might end up with information in relation to the physical world of which they had been previously unaware.

It is important to understand that these skills need to be learned and constantly practiced (Heinich et al., 1999). This reinforces the importance of teachers and students building an awareness of the strong impact of the visuals on vision. Therefore, teachers and students should understand the importance of recognizing the aggregated complexity highlighted in this paper. Teachers and students might have to consider the strong performativity of visuals and how they attract attention and vision more or less completely. If students are to create meaning through visual interpretation, to be visually literate, then teachers need to create a didactic design that carefully supports their students' visual information processes and models how they develop VL abilities. This includes augmented knowledge of what attracts students' attention and how to take advantage of it in the process of their becoming visually literate.

In all, this means that future research plans include taking into account the problems of aggregated complexity and how to best support students emerging visual literacy abilities. By applying the later stages of a full DBR cycle, enhanced designs of new interventions with the TRT will be possible. Hopefully, the development of design principles will contribute to valuable and practical impact on practice.
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